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Message from the President
Looking back over the last two years, it's been startling to
see the changes COVID has brought to Canberra and our
community, and the adaptions we've had to make in order to
carry on doing what we love.
For those who enjoy the outdoors, Canberra has arguably
been the place to be, staying open while the remainder of
the east coast has gone in and out of lockdown throughout
the year. This has given us a good run over most of this
year and without too many restrictions.
Despite the prevailing situation, the club has seen its usual
growth in new members and the rapid increase demand for
climbing, kayaking and other activities that follows from this.
Furthermore, a bumper season combined with a lack of
Sydneysiders on the slopes has seen many of us take to the snow when we might not
otherwise make the journey; our skis have seen weekly use for almost two months now. A
massive thank-you here to our under-appreciated Gearstore officers, who've been putting
in long sessions to make sure everyone is equipped for the many trips that have been
running over the colder season.
None of these trips or activities happen without the consistent and selfless efforts of
members who choose to give their time to make sure others can get outside with the club.
A special thank-you to the kayaking officers and, in particular, Nicky Boyce. She has put in
an incredible amount of time both on and off
the water, guiding others and making sure our
boats are up to spec to meet the huge demand
we've seen. I'd also like to thank our climbing
wall officers, who do an often thankless job
maintaining an ever busy and increasingly
popular activity.
While the latest lockdown has put a stopper on
club activities for now, I am hopeful that the
situation in Canberra and Australia will
improve, and we will be able to get back out
there soon. In the meantime, we can once
again explore the natural spaces in our own
backyard.
Hope you are well and safe
Yann Christopher
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Abseiling Clover Falls. Mahdi Davoodianidalik
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Rock ramblings in the Bluies
An epic adventure to the Gardens of Stone and Pierce’s Pass
By Jim Trihey and Nat Walkom
Disbelief Cave – Gardens of Stone
After watching way too many WideBoyz
videos, we thought we’d chance it and
have a crack at Beyond Belief’s baby
brother – Disbelief (24). Tucked away out
in the Gardens of Stone is a beautiful
little glen containing some of the best
cracks in the Blue Mountains. Within the
glen is the Disbelief Cave itself – and the
name is fitting, for when you enter the
cave your jaw drops at the king line
above you.
Beyond Belief is effectively a grade 28
40m roof crack, with widths varying from
off width to thin hands, and Disbelief

climbs the first 15m before a set of lower offs takes
you pumped and exhausted back to the safety of
the ground.
Nat won the coin toss and off he went – jamming
beautifully and working hard. After cruising
through the crux moves the steepness eventually
spat him off: “the jams are fine I just can’t pull up
anymore!”. Nonetheless, he made it to the lower
offs and cleaned the route so Jim could go for the
flash. Knowing from Nat that the jams were
bomber, he puffed his way up the ever-steepening
line, until (heartbreakingly) he fell one move from
the lower offs when he released from a jam too
early...

Jacques Beaudoin going from Disbelief
to Beyond Belief. Photo by Ben Sanford
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Tired, but not done just yet,
we decided to hop on the
mega old school ‘A Right
Chimney’. A few goes from
Nat left him bemused by
the intriguing crux, and
unable to progress. He
handed the lead over to Jim
to try and figure out the
puzzle. After managing to
solve the crux trickery and
raining what was surely a
tonne of chossy sand on
poor Nat, he made it
through the final squeeze
chimney to the top and was
soon joined by his sandy
second. The consensus:
“Old school, but bloody
awesome!”.
We then wandered over to
tremble in fear before the
monstrous ‘Gobsmacking
Brute’ (a 40m off width
capped by a huge roof apparently 21???), but
decided it might be a tad
beyond us… What a day
though, and what a place!

Better than Ben Hur

Looking out over the Grose Valley from under
one the many roofs on Better than Ben Hur

Everyone raves about it! We didn’t have
any pictures of the route, only the ominous
words “You’ll know it when you see it…”
This line climbs a series of stepped roofs
(no less than 5!) on the less frequented
area of pierces pass. A 70m scramble
(climb!?) up grassy ledges gets you to the
base of the route and feeling gripped with
exposure. It’s a climb that has everything:
interesting rock quality on pitch one
(Weetbix anyone?), some spicy traverses
across shale bands, and classic jamming on
bomber rock with oodles of exposure.

Think of Piddo’s old school classic ‘Spartan’, but on
more steroids than a Russian gymnast. It was nice to
repeat one of Jim’s dad’s routes, although Jim did put
some of his belays in odd places… For some reason
we couldn’t get the Pogues of our head the whole
time, although their music was oddly fitting to the
route: dirty, dark, and brooding.

In the end, the formidable line was conquered
with less fear than we expected from the base,
and we began the bush bash back to the car –
buoyed by our adventurous day out and
dreaming of the next line to attempt…
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The Grose Valley from the top of Ben Hur
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Fun Facts

Did you know…The club provides gear for bushwalking,
backcountry skiing, bouldering, camping, canyoning, caving,
climbing, ice-climbing, mountaineering, packrafting, rogaining,
sea kayaking, snowshoeing, trail riding and white water
kayaking. Some of the more obscure items of gear include a
ski pulk, belay glasses, schnozzle bags and paddle floats.

Did you know…There are almost 1400 items on the
gearstore and boatshed inventory worth close to
$270,000. If you include the boat trailer and climbing wall
holds, it comes closer to $290,000.

Did you know…Club gear needs to be replaced anywhere between 6
months (climbing wall ropes) to 20 years (sea kayaks). Assuming, on
average, gear needs to be replaced every ten years this equates to
around $27,000 per year.

Did you know…Personal Locator Beacons are the most
borrowed but least used club gear. The club PLBs are
registered with the Australian Maritime Safety Authority
who will call the Exec or access the trip calendar for more
information if one is activated. For this reason, make sure
your trip details are accurate.
Did you know…The gearstore is staffed by volunteers. They
are not employees. They give up their time for the benefit of
club members. So be kind to the gearstore officers and step
up if they need a hand. If you offer to empty a bin or sweep
the floor they may even show you the secret gearstore officer
handshake…

Gearstore
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It was mid-January 2021. The
summer sun was high over our heads.
Trip leader Ivan Dovana was brimming
with excitement in his eyes and vigour
in his spirit: the trip he’d been planning
for at least 3 months had finally arrived.
Covid-19 outbreak and restrictions in
the northern beaches had significantly
altered our original plan to kayak down
the Hawkesbury River and explore its
adjacent seascape. Instead, it was going
to be Plan B – Tallowa Dam

Kayaking Tallowa Dam

Story by Ristian Atriandi Supriyanto. Images by Mahdi Davoodianidalik, Jaxon Kneipp and Ivan Dovana
Disappointed though I
was, imaginary glimpses of
Kangaroo Valley kept flickering
in my mind, for I realised that I
had not been there! True
enough, the drive there was
quite scenic, but it was not until
my eyes caught the first sight of
the valley and the lake below
that I realised how misleading
my imagination was: the serenity
and picturesque landscape of
the lake and the soaring hills and
cliffs around it was beyond my
expectations. Great would have
been my regret to miss such an
impressive sight: I had hesitated
about going on the trip due to a
recent injury that incapacitated
my left foot. Luckily for me, my
arms were still good and Alicia
kindly offered to take the rear
and steer our double kayak.
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Though hot and humid,
the weather could not have
been better. The clear blue sky
was all that mattered to me.
The green-blue colour of the
water in the lake tempted me to
dive straight in but on account
of the foot, I thought this would
be a very bad decision.
We launched the kayaks
and departed the boat ramp at
around eleven o’clock in the
morning to paddle towards our
first stop for lunch. Along the
way I could not stop admiring
how incredible the whole
spectacle was: soaring hills and
cliffs on both banks.

After a quick lunch,
we continued paddling along
the meandering course of the
lake, which, had one not
consulted the map, would
have guessed one were
paddling up a river. We made
another brief stop along the
way for the wind had begun
to pick up and slowed our
progress a little. My arms and
lower back were beginning to
get sore.
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What a great
relief it was when I finally
set foot on our
campground. The
campground was situated
on a steep sandy bank
that sloped from about 3
to 4 metres high above
water. Though located on
a slope, there was just
enough flat ground for
out tents. Everyone but
myself (on account of the
busted foot) went
swimming as soon as we
had pitched out tents.

I joined with my own unique technique: I
filled a dry bag full with water then slowly tipped
it over my head and body. That was my shower
for the day. Of course, no campground would be
complete without a campfire.
Meanwhile, Ivan and Jaxon were trying
their luck at fishing to furnish with an extra meal.
Alas, luck was not on their side despite the
various baits and lures attempted. So dinner was
quite basic: everything that we brought along.
The night was clear and starry and surprisingly,
quite cool that contrasted it with the day.
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In the morning the next day, I
woke up a little bit later than the
others. The sun heated the air and
temperature inside the tent. Heat was
indeed my morning alarm. I discovered
the very situation I quite dislike on a
trip: I found people were rushing about
for breakfast, packing up, etc. akin to
a city rush hour. We
immediately
launched our
kayaks as soon as
we had packed up.
We paddled back the
way we came.

As we started
paddling slightly earlier
today, we could observe how the lake
and all its natural wonders sprang to
life in the morning. Goannas and water
dragons were our companions on both
banks of the lake. We stopped briefly
on the way for lunch near the boat
ramp. The moment we arrived back at
the boat ramp, some of us just couldn’t
help it: they immediately stripped and
plunged themselves into the turquoise
water. Shortly after, we reloaded the
kayaks on the trailer and off we go back
to Canberra.
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Kelly Burbidge
By Steve Lade

One silver lining to last summer's
terrible fires is that nearimpenetrable parts of Namadgi
became easily passable. Our
hardy group of seven took this
opportunity to hike to the seldomvisited Mts Kelly and Burbidge. Our
route up was Middle Creek then
the Burbidge spur to our campsite
in the saddle between Kelly and
Burbidge. The bush was open,
though steep, and we marvelled at
the healthy flow of water in the
creeks. Just before sunset we
made it to the top of Burbidge for a
spectacular view.
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Waking early after a forecast -7°C
night (glad we hired snow bags!) we
ascended Mt Kelly, the fourth
highest peak in the ACT. Views were
absolutely spectacular, from
Kosciuszko to the south all the way
to Canberra suburbs in the north.
We found logbook entries from
luminaries such as Stef de Montis,
one of only 3-4 entries per year
before the fires, and Harrison
Dalton, who was on the mountain
just the previous weekend.
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.
For the route down we chose the
long ridge out to Yankee Hat. It was
exciting and spectacular walking, but
with thicker scrub and tiring ups and
downs we didn't finally reach the
cars until after dark. A spectacular
and challenging weekend just an
hour's drive from home.
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The climbing wall is run by a dedicated team of volunteer members who
route set, supervise and conduct belay courses. Tom Ryan oversees this
enthusiastic group and has kindly shares what it’s like to run a Belay Course.

After a short meeting where we exchange
names, sort out gear and get to know each other
we launch into a demonstration of proper
belaying technique. Once everyone feels fairly
confident with technique and the process of
lowering, new climbers take turns climbing up
the slab!
This is when the participants get to perfect their
belay technique, and have their first go at
climbing on the wall.
Often we go over climbing skills as well, including
some basic practice drills like silent feet. Once all
climbers feel very confident with belaying and
each participant has had couple climbs, we hand
out the passes. It’s also a perfect time to talk
about wall etiquette and general climbing gossip.
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Bungle Bumbles
Story and images by Nat Walkom

The author (who thought he was hilarious). Belougery Spire (left) and Creator Bluff (right)

In the autumn of this year, I returned with
Far off where the sun sets, out of the
Elena Ryan to climb a couple of classics in
scrubby plains rises the ancient volcanic
the area and begin to understand the
towers of the Warrumbungle’s. These
unique climbing style of the ’bungles where
hallowed peaks have attracted climbers for
the crux is more about route-finding and
generations and although climbing may
efficiently. As a friend of mine (Jim) puts it,
have changed since the 60’s the ’bungles
“the experience of climbing at the ’bungles
still hold an appeal the more adventurous.
are much more than a sum of the moves”.
Among the surfer boys of the Newcastle
We climbed Vertigo, Cornerstone Rib (Highly
University Mountaineering Club climbing in
Recommended!) and Bastion Buttress. None
the ’bungles was known to be "very serious
as committed as Flight of the Phoenix but
and only for experienced climbers”. Upon
still holding some minor mischief I their lofty
hearing this, young and impressionable Nat
heights. We got slightly of route on the
promptly decided he would have to climb
upper pitches of vertigo and dislodged a few
there. More than two years later I got the
rocks, and like seemingly everyone else I
chance on a climbing trip with James Bailie.
took the wrong start for Bastion Buttress
Our objective was to climb Flight of the
and didn’t get on track until the 3rd pitch.
Phoenix, one of the more aesthetic lines on
the Australian mainland.
The climb traverses
“…the experience of climbing at the ’bungles
underneath the
are much more than a sum of the moves”.
“Phoenixes wing” on the
vast face of bluff
mountain. To our dismay, it rained the
Every climb in the ’bungles holds its own
whole time turning the climb into a waterfall
mischief if you step off route, it’s called
getting bungled and it’s all part of the
before we even left the ground, and to top it
off James also let our fire go out…
experience.
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Now I had been initiated, it was time to
attempt some of the more committed
routes. Late autumn saw James and
myself return to climb Flight of the
Phoenix. The approach went smoothly
(after my 3 rehearsals) and before long
James was headed up the first pitch.
Watching him climb, I realised we clearly
had different ideas about where it went.
Luckily, we both had the same idea
about where it finished. James built a
belay and started pulling the ropes up.
But unfortunately, I was seized by the
sudden burning need for a wilderturd.

Image: Phoenix’s Wing
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To make up for this delay I seconded the
first pitch at top speed and began up the
second pitch. Now this second pitch had
a bit of a reputation -- it seemed to be
where most parties began to get into
some of the mischief of the bungles. I
had only agreed to lead the pitch
because James had promised I could
have the beautiful 4th that traversed
underneath the Phoenix Wing.
The second pitch involved stemming up
some delicate corners and a series of
mantles over fridge sized blocks. I placed
a lot of gear on this pitch, expecting it to
get difficult and hard to read at any
point. Somehow it didn’t -- in fact, it was
actually a very enjoyable climb.

Image: James traversing beneath the Phoenix Wing
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Image: On the final pitch of Flight of the Phoenix an unsuspecting James is about to get pulled into the gully!

When James finished cleaning the pitch,
he’d taken out so much gear that he was
already racked up for the next lead.
Sadly, due to our (my) faff on the first
two pitches, our dream of a speed
ascent was over, however as it was only
10am we were still on-schedule for a
pre-dark top out!
The next pitch was a rappel down a
corner and before long I was sorting out
underneath the wing of the Phoenix, I
had dreamed of this moment for years.
The rest of the climb flowed by with
route-finding the only difficulty, until the
last pitch where I belayed James too
vigorously and kept pulling him up and
into a vegetated gully. He was not
impressed… After a ceremonial piss on
the summit cairn in the fading light it
was all over.

Summit tradition
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Image: Elena on the upper pitches of Cornerstone

.

The next day was a bit of a slow start,
we were tired from yesterday’s efforts
and I could feel my chronic cold of the
last month making a return. The
objective for the day was Lieben, once
Australia’s hardest route in the 60’s
when rock climbing was a different
game.

Dodgy rap anchors

By the end of the 2nd pitch, I’d enough!
the combination of significant runouts
and delicate climbing had brought my
cold back with a Vengeance! The retreat
toped of the adventure with dodgy rap
anchors and a stuck rope.
It was an odd feeling driving back to
Canberra, I couldn’t help but feel
defeated although bailing was likely the
right decision. The next chance I get I’ll
be back amidst the ancient towers of the
Warrumbungle’s where one can still
take a walk on the wild side, soaring
high above the shrubby plains.
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Story by Ivan Dovana. Images by Ivan Dovana, Cassandra Murrell, Gabriel Bartholazzi, Katie Spooner and Jay Moran.

Escape to Kangaroo Valley

Organising a multi-disciplinary trip is not easy, so
why would anyone volunteer to do this? For the
third year in a row I put my hand up to organise
our annual Canberra Day Long Weekend trip.
With Covid-19 just up the road, a Blue
Mountains Extravaganza was not looking
good. So instead, I decided to stay closer to
home and cam up with the Kangaroo Valley
Escape.
Centred on the Bendeela Campground on Yuin country, the plan for the KVE
was to run activities across multiple disciplines each day to cater for as
many members as possible. Easier said than done. An activity like this is
always a balance between the number of Trip Leaders, people, activities,
equipment, cost and
transport. A change
in one may alter one
or more of the
others. It is amazingly
how much effort it takes to get everyone in the right place, at the right time,
with the right gear.

Like many good adventures, it
started with a spreadsheet.

Like many good adventures, it started with a spreadsheet. By creating an
online Google sheet, I was able to massage the plan to link cars (and drivers)
with passengers, Trip Leaders with participants, and equipment with trips.
Everyone knew where they needed to be, and nobody was left behind.
In the end we managed to get 40 members on the trip sharing in kayaking,
bushwalking, climbing and canyoning activities.
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KVE Bushwalking
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KVE Canyoning
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KVE Climbing
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KVE Kayaking

Jervis Bay was a great weekend away from
the cold Canberra weather. Camping Friday
night at Honeymoon Bay we enjoyed the
sunset and a jazz performance at the local
pub. On Saturday morning we packed up
our tents, loaded the kayaks, and paddled
for a few of hours toward the mouth of the
bay.

Bayside Paddle
Story by Nicky Boyce. Images by Sanuga Wijesuriya

The warm weather and the super clear
water made for great paddling. After landing
and setting up camp, we split up for a walk
around the edge of the bay or a bit more
kayaking to try and catch the sunset again
(which I’m sure was amazing, but sadly
hidden behind the hills).
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The night activities were more entertaining
than expected. After dinner wash-up, we all
got into a bit of night-time crab hunting
along the rocks.

Sunday was another great day for paddling.
Although the sunrise wasn’t very visible,
those of us who had woken up early were
still able to do some good early morning
paddling and exploring in the direction of
the open ocean. After breakfast, we packed
up and loaded the kayaks again to paddle
back to Honeymoon Bay, then made the
detour to the fish-and-chip shop before
returning to Canberra.

Dodgy rap anchors

Summit tradition
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